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Since the disclosures of Edward Snowden in 2013, the U.S. government has assured its citizens that the National

Security Agency (NSA) cannot spy on their electronic communications without the approval of a special surveillance

judge. Domestic communications, the government says, are protected by statute and the Fourth Amendment.  In

practice, however, this is no longer strictly true. These protections are real, but they no longer cover as much ground as

they did in the past.

When Congress wrote the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA) in 1978,  it was trying to set a short leash on the

NSA at home and a long one overseas.  The NSA could not tap into communications inside the United States without

following strict rules, but it had a free hand to intercept data elsewhere. Even now this sounds like common sense. The

NSA is not supposed to spy at home, but spying abroad is central to its job. One policy problem we face today, however, is

that the realities of the modern Internet have blurred the distinction between spying at home and spying abroad.

The modern Internet tends to be agnostic to geopolitical borders. There are multiple alternate routes from any Internet-

connected machine to any other. Internet traffic travels along the cheapest or least-congested route, not the shortest

route.  Internet data is backed up in data-centers located around the globe, so that data can be recovered even in the face

of local disasters (power outages, earthquakes, and so on).  For these reasons, it is commonplace for purely domestic

communications to cross international boundaries. An email sent from San Jose to New York may be routed through

Internet devices located in Frankfurt,  or be backed up on computers located in Ireland.

International detours and routing changes happen automatically, without human intervention. Even so, they offer an

opportunity to the NSA. With some exceptions, the surveillance of raw Internet traffic from foreign points of

interception can be conducted entirely under the authority of the president. Congressional and judicial limitations come

into play only when that raw Internet traffic is used to “intentionally target a U.S. person,” a legal notion that is narrowly

interpreted to exclude the bulk collection, storage, and even certain types of computerized data analysis.  This is a crucial

issue, because American data is routed across foreign communications cables. Several leading thinkers,  including

Jennifer Granick in her recent report for The Century Foundation, have drawn attention to the creeping risk of domestic

surveillance that is conducted from afar.

This report describes a novel and more disturbing set of risks. As a technical matter, the NSA does not have to wait for

domestic communications to naturally turn up abroad. In fact, the agency has technical methods that can be used to

deliberately reroute Internet communications. The NSA uses the term “traffic shaping” to describe any technical means

the deliberately reroutes Internet traffic to a location that is better suited, operationally, to surveillance. Since it is hard
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to intercept Yemen’s international communications from inside Yemen itself, the agency might try to “shape” the traffic

so that it passes through communications cables located on friendlier territory.  Think of it as diverting part of a river to

a location from which it is easier (or more legal) to catch fish.

The NSA has clandestine means of diverting portions of the river of Internet traffic that travels on global

communications cables.

Could the NSA use traffic shaping to redirect domestic Internet traffic—emails and chat messages sent between

Americans, say—to foreign soil, where its surveillance can be conducted beyond the purview of Congress  and the

courts? It is impossible to categorically answer this question, due to the classified nature of many national-security

surveillance programs, regulations and even of the legal decisions made by the surveillance courts. Nevertheless, this

report explores a legal, technical, and operational landscape that suggests that traffic shaping could be exploited to

sidestep legal restrictions imposed by Congress and the surveillance courts.

How Did We Get Here?

The Fourth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution has led to some strong protections for domestic communications. If, for

example, the Federal Bureau of Investigations (FBI) wants to monitor electronic communications between two

Americans as part of a criminal investigation, it is required by law to obtain a warrant.  If the intelligence community

wants to intercept Americans’ communications inside the United States, for national security reasons, then it must

follow rules established by the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA).

Meanwhile, when the intelligence community wants to intercept traffic abroad, its surveillance is mostly regulated by

Executive Order 12333 (EO 12333),  issued by Ronald Reagan in 1981.  Surveillance programs conducted under FISA

are subject to oversight by the FISA Court and regular review by the intelligence committees in Congress. Meanwhile,

surveillance programs under EO 12333 are largely unchecked by either the legislative  or judicial branch. Instead, EO

12333 programs are conducted entirely under the authority of the president. Moreover, the implementing guidelines for

programs under EO 12333 offer fewer protections for Americans’ privacy than those under FISA.

In other words, one set of rules apply for surveillance of communications intercepted at home, and another set altogether

for communications intercepted abroad.
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This distinction made sense when FISA and EO 12333 were first established in the 1970s and 1980s. Back then, spying

on a foreign target typically meant intercepting communications overseas, and spying on American targets meant

intercepting communications on U.S. soil. Today, however, Internet technologies have largely obviated these distinctions.

The modern Internet has allowed Americans to communicate in a manner that is largely agnostic to geopolitical

boundaries.

Where Do We Go From Here?

The modern Internet has changed the way that Americans communicate. These changes call for a fundamental

realignment of U.S. surveillance law. Specifically, the legal boundaries that distinguish interception of Internet traffic on

U.S. territory from interception abroad must be broken down. Americans’ Internet traffic should enjoy the same legal

protections, regardless of whether it is intercepted on U.S. territory, or intercepted abroad.

We have seen these legal boundaries break down when it suits the purpose of intelligence community. A decade ago,

FISA surveillance required warrants  from the FISA Court. In 2008, however, FISA was amended to allow warrantless

surveillance on U.S. territory, as long as the operation acquires “foreign intelligence” and does not “intentionally target a

U.S. person.”  In 2007, J. Michael McConnell, the director of national intelligence, advocated for this by stating that:

FISA originally placed a premium on the location of the collection. Legislators in 1978 could not have been

expected to predict an integrated global communications grid that makes geography an increasingly irrelevant

factor. Today a single communication can transit the world even if the two people communicating are only a

few miles apart.

Exactly the same argument applies in reverse. The fact that “geography is an increasingly irrelevant factor” similarly

justifies protections for American’s communications when their traffic is intercepted abroad. Indeed, there is evidence

that indicates that if authorities have the option to collect the same Internet traffic in the United States (under FISA) or

abroad (under EO 12333), they may opt to collect the traffic abroad under the more permissive EO 12333 rules.  In that

scenario, the NSA can take advantage of looser restrictions when it happens to find U.S. communications overseas.

Moreover, the NSA does not need to wait until U.S. communications happen to turn up overseas. Instead, the NSA could

use “traffic-shaping” techniques to deliberately send traffic from within the U.S to points of interception on foreign

territory, where it could be swept up as part of operations that would be illegal if conducted on U.S. territory. Given the

classified nature of the agency’s work, and even of its interpretations of the law, it is impossible to categorically determine

if the NSA is currently using traffic shaping for this purpose. Nevertheless, this report presents an interpretation of the
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law suggesting that operations that “shape” American traffic from U.S. territory to abroad might be regulated entirely by

EO 12333.

This presents a serious policy issue. Fortunately, there is an upcoming opportunity to address this issue, when portions of

the 2008 FISA Amendments Act come up for renewal in December 2017. While the law appears to be silent on traffic

shaping, the renewal debate will offer an opportunity for Congress to take up this question. Congress could expand FISA

to cover the surveillance of any and all traffic collected abroad.

To do this, Congress could revise the definition of “electronic surveillance” in the text of the FISA statute, which

determines the types of surveillance that are regulated by FISA. FISA’s definition of “electronic surveillance” has hardly

been updated since 1978. The definition ought to be modernized so that it is neutral on the geographic location where

traffic is intercepted, and also neutral on the specifics of the technologies used to intercept that traffic. By modernizing

this definition, Congress could disentangle the legal protections for Americans from the vagaries of the rapidly-evolving

technologies that Americans use for their communications.

This report starts with a look at FISA, which largely regulates surveillance on U.S. territory. It then describes EO 12333,

which largely regulates surveillance abroad. EO 12333 surveillance is subject to fewer legal restraints than surveillance

under FISA. The report then discusses why Internet traffic from U.S. persons might naturally flow abroad, where it can

be swept up as part of bulk surveillance programs under EO 12333. The report then looks at documents that suggest

that, when authorities have the choice of collecting the same Internet traffic under FISA (on U.S. soil) or under EO

12333 (abroad), they may choose the more permissive EO 12333 regime. Thus, when American traffic naturally flows

abroad, EO 12333 can be used to circumvent the legal restrictions in FISA. The report then considers what is known

about NSA’s traffic shaping capabilities, and how they might lawfully be used to reroute traffic from inside U.S. borders

to foreign soil. The report then concludes with several policy recommendations that can protect American traffic when it

is collected on foreign soil.

The Legal Authorities Governing Internet Surveillance

A layperson reading the text of the Fourth Amendment might naturally conclude that the government needs a warrant

whenever it conducts surveillance.  However, over two centuries of legal precedent and legislation have passed since the

Bill of Rights was first adopted, defining whether and how the Fourth Amendment applies in various situations. One

important legal principle, established by the U.S. Supreme Court, holds that that the Fourth Amendment does not apply

to foreign individuals located outside U.S. territory.
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This principle—that foreign individuals located outside the United States are not protected by the Fourth Amendment—

is reflected in the complex web of legal authorities that regulate Internet surveillance. This report focuses on two of these

legal authorities—FISA and EO 12333—each of which comes with its own underlying set of legal interpretations,

precedents, and policies, some of which are classified.  This section first discusses each legal authority, and then

describes why modern Internet technologies have caused a blurring of the purviews of these two distinct legal

authorities.

The Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA)

The Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA) was signed into law in 1978 during the Carter administration, primarily

as a reaction to the intelligence abuses that came to light during the 1970s.  FISA was intended to “relieve all

Americans of that dread of unchecked surveillance power and that fear of unauthorized official eavesdropping”  by

providing judicial and legislative oversight for government surveillance. FISA established the non-public FISA Court,

which issues warrants  for surveillance on U.S. territory when “a significant purpose of the surveillance is to obtain

foreign intelligence information.”  FISA Court decisions are typically classified.

When FISA was first passed in 1978, legislators supposed that surveillance operations conducted on domestic territory

were mostly likely to affect Americans. Because the Fourth Amendment applies to Americans located on domestic

territory,  the original FISA statute generally required warrants  from the FISA Court for operations conducted on

domestic territory.

In 2008, this policy shifted when Congress passed the FISA Amendment Act (FAA). The FAA introduced Section 702,

which allows warrantless surveillance on U.S. soil, as long as the operation acquires “foreign intelligence” and does not

“intentionally target a U.S. person.” Importantly, the legal notion of “intentional targeting” does not rule out large-scale

warrantless surveillance of Americans.  Passage of the FAA was motivated, in part, by the fact that Internet traffic tends

to ignore geopolitical borders. Specifically, the intelligence community argued  that foreigners’ traffic that crosses the

U.S. borders could be surveilled without a warrant, because the Fourth Amendment does not apply to foreigners.
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When the FAA was brought to a vote, it was met with opposition from number of legislators. As a concession to these

legislators, the FAA was amended to include a “reaffirmation that FISA is the ʻexclusive’ means of conducting intelligence

wiretaps—a provision that . . . would . . . prevent eva[sion] of court scrutiny.”  However, a deeper look at this exclusivity

clause indicates that it is less protective than may initially appear. Specifically, “exclusivity” only applies to “electronic

surveillance,” a legal term that is narrowly defined in the text of the FISA statute.  Among other things, FISA’s

definition of “electronic surveillance” does not cover tapping communication cables located abroad for the purpose of

obtaining “foreign intelligence” that does not “intentionally target a U.S. person.”

Executive Order 12333

When the NSA conducts the majority of its SIGINT activities (that is, “signals intelligence,” or intelligence-gathering by

interception of electronic signals), it does so pursuant to the authority provided by Executive Order (EO) 12333, first

issued in 1981 by the Reagan administration.

EO 12333 falls solely under the executive branch, and is generally more permissive than FISA.  One key distinction is

that programs under FISA are subject to review by the FISA Court. FISA violations must be reported to the court, and

violators can face criminal liabilities. Programs conducted under EO 12333, however, are not reviewed by any court, and

violators are subject only to internal sanctions, not criminal charges.

This is a crucial point. The laws governing surveillance date back to 1970s and 1980s—long before the Internet was

popularly used for personal communications—and are therefore inherently ambiguous about modern surveillance

techniques and their lawfulness. Under FISA, any such ambiguities can be resolved on a case-by-case basis in front of

the FISA Court. Under EO 12333, however, these ambiguities are dealt with internally, by lawyers and policymakers

whose job it is to maximize the effectiveness of surveillance operations. By avoiding judicial review and the potential for

criminal penalties, EO 12333 creates a much more favorable environment for surveillance.

Surveillance under EO 12333 is not without limits and boundaries. It is subject to self-imposed rules created by the

executive branch and the intelligence community. It must be conducted abroad and must not “intentionally target a U.S.

person.”  So, to properly understand EO 12333 surveillance, we need to understand how the intelligence community

interprets the legal notion of “intentional targeting.”

Intentional Targeting under EO 12333

As it turns out, the intelligence community’s interpretation of “intentional targeting” is pretty permissive. It does not, for

example, rule out bulk collection, storage,  and even certain types of algorithmic analyses  of Internet traffic that it
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collects abroad—even if this traffic is American in origin, containing stockpiles of data about U.S. persons.

Instead, “targeting” is interpreted as occurring only when an analyst searches this data by applying a “selector” that

implicates a specific individual, group, or topic.

The narrow interpretation of “targeting” has significant implications on privacy for U.S. persons. For instance, the NSA

has built a “search engine”  that allows analysts to hunt through raw data collected in bulk through various means. If a

human analyst uses that search engine to search for communications linked to a specific email address, Facebook

username, or other personal identifier—a “selector” —then that counts as “intentional targeting.” However, if an analyst

obtains information using search terms that do not implicate a single individual—for example, words or phrases such as

“Yemen” or “nuclear proliferation”—the communications swept up as part of this search, such as an email between two

Americans discussing current events in Yemen, are not considered to be “intentionally targeted.”  Instead, these

communications are merely “incidentally collected.”

U.S. surveillance techniques are classified, which prevents outside observers from making categorical statements about

how far the intelligence community stretches this notion of “incidental collection.” However, John Napier Tye, a former

U.S. State Department official who had access to classified information about EO 12333, described one possible

interpretation of “intentional targeting”:

Hypothetically, under 12333 the NSA could target a single foreigner abroad. And hypothetically if, while

targeting that single person, they happened to collect every single Gmail and every single Facebook

message on the company servers not just from the one person who is the target, but from everyone—then

the NSA could keep and use the data from those three billion other people. That’s called “incidental

collection.” I will not confirm or deny that that is happening, but there is nothing in 12333 to prevent that

from happening.

While it is remains unclear exactly how far the intelligence community stretches the notion of “incidental collection,”

even the interpretation of what constitutes “collection” itself seems to create a favorable environment for large-scale

surveillance. That is, when intelligence agencies obtain and store data from a tapped communications cable, this data is

not even considered to be “collected” until it is processed and analyzed.

The remainder of this report considers surveillance that is not “intentionally targeted,” yet nevertheless still significantly

implicates the privacy of Americans.
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How Can Surveillance under EO 12333 Impact Americans?

In 1981, when EO 12333 was first issued, one could have concluded American communications are unlikely to be

“incidentally collected” as part of bulk surveillance operations conducted on foreign soil. Today, this is no longer the

case.  The Internet is agnostic to national borders: communications between two persons in the same country

sometimes cross into other countries, as networks seek the most-efficient, least-congested, or lowest-cost route from

sender to recipient.

How Americans’ Internet Traffic Typically—and Commonly—Flows Abroad

The collection of communications between Americans on U.S. territory is governed by FISA.  However, if those same

communications can be “incidentally collected” abroad, then collection is governed by EO 12333.  But how do

communications between two Americans typically travel abroad?

It can sometimes be faster or cheaper for Internet service providers to send traffic through a foreign country. The United

States has a well-connected communications infrastructure, so it is rare to find a case where traffic sent between two

domestic computers naturally travels through a foreign country. Nevertheless, these cases do occur. One such case

(identified by Dyn Research’s Internet measurement infrastructure) is presented in Figure 1.

The “traceroute” presented in Figure 1 shows how Internet traffic sent between two domestic computers travels through

foreign territory. The traffic originates at a computer in San Jose and is routed through Frankfurt before arriving at its

final destination in New York. The left column shows the Internet Protocol (IP) address of each Internet device on the

route, the middle column names the Internet Service Provider (ISP) that owns this device, and the right column shows

the location of the device.

FIGURE 1.

 

Replicating U.S.-based data in foreign data centers is a common industry practice, in order to ensure that data can be

recovered even in the face of local disasters (power outages, earthquakes, and so on).  Google, for instance, maintains

data centers in the United States, Taiwan, Singapore, Chile, Ireland, the Netherlands, Finland, and Belgium, and its

privacy policy states: “Google processes personal information on our servers in many countries around the world. We

may process your personal information on a server located outside the country where you live.”  If two Americans use

their Google accounts to communicate, their emails and chat logs may be backed up on Google’s data centers abroad,
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and thus can be “incidentally collected” as part of EO 12333 surveillance.

FIGURE 2.

In fact, this is not a hypothetical scenario. In October 2013, the Washington Post reported that the NSA tapped

communication cables between Google and Yahoo! data centers located abroad, sweeping up over 180 million user

communications records.  According to the Washington Post, “NSA documents about the effort refer directly to ʻfull

take,’ ʻbulk access’ and ʻhigh volume’ operations.” Crucially, this collection was performed abroad. Meanwhile, a FISA

Court ruling from 2011 suggests this operation would have been illegal had it been performed on U.S. territory.
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The Vulnerability of Americans under EO 12333

How many American communication records are swept up as part of bulk surveillance programs conducted abroad

under EO 12333? It is hard to know. In August 2014, officials told the New York Times that “the NSA had never studied

the matter and most likely could not come up with a representative sampling.”  However, there is clear evidence

suggesting that the NSA does analyze U.S. person data that is “incidentally collected” under EO 12333.

U.S. surveillance law applies weaker legal protections to communications metadata (information about who contacts

who, when and for long) than to communications contents (information contained in the messages themselves). This

issue is crucial to the policy issues considered by this report, because analysis of metadata collected under EO 12333 is

far less restrained than analysis of metadata collected under FISA.

Why is there a distinction between content and metadata? The notion that communications metadata deserves weaker

privacy protections dates back to 1979, when our computers were much less powerful.  Today, however, computer

scientists have shown that subjecting large volumes of metadata to powerful algorithmic analysis can be very invasive of

individual privacy.  In fact, General Michael Hayden, former director of the NSA, has famously said that “We kill people

based on metadata.”  Nevertheless, communications metadata continues to enjoy weaker legal protections than

communications content.

“FORMER NSA BOSS: ‘WE KILL PEOPLE BASED ON METADATA.’” SOURCE: YOUTUBE.

How does this play out under EO 12333? If the contents of an American’s communication are “incidentally collected”

under EO 12333, then human analysts are generally required to redact  (or “mask” or “minimize”) that information out of

intelligence reports.

Meanwhile, the NSA’s procedures for dealing with metadata collected under EO 12333 are far less stringent. For

instance, the NSA’s procedures under EO 12333 allow for “contact chaining” of metadata, using information about who

communicates with whom to map out the relationships between individuals. Prior to 2010, the NSA was required to

stop “contact chaining” once the chain encountered metadata belonging to an American. In 2010, the Obama

administration unilaterally reversed this policy, allowing the NSA to use U.S. person information in contact chains that

are derived from metadata “incidentally collected” under EO 12333.  Just before leaving office, the Obama

administration further expanded this authority beyond just the NSA to the entire intelligence community (including the
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CIA, FBI, DHS, DEA, among other agencies), permitting “communications metadata analysis, including contact

chaining, of raw [EO 12333] data . . . for valid, documented foreign intelligence or counterintelligence purposes . . .

without regard to the location or nationality of the communicants.”

This is expansion of authority to use “contact chaining” under EO 12333 is significant, because the USA FREEDOM

ACT of 2015 forbids contact chaining for more than two “hops” away from a target, when using metadata from

telephone-call records that were collected on U.S. soil. (That is, the chain may only include the “intentional target,” all of

the target’s contacts, and all of the contacts’ contacts.) Meanwhile, under EO 12333, the intelligence community may

create contact chains of unlimited length. Moreover, while contact chaining under the USA FREEDOM Act may be done

only for counterterrorism purposes, under EO 12333, a “foreign intelligence” purpose suffices. The latter creates more

latitude for surveillance, because the EO 12333 definition of “foreign intelligence” is broad, covering information

“relating to the capabilities, intentions and activities of foreign . . . organizations or persons.”

In other words, the reforms embodied in the USA FREEDOM ACT, which extend greater privacy protections to

Americans, can be sidestepped when the metadata of U.S. persons is collected on abroad, rather than on U.S. territory.

Is EO 12333 Being Used as an End Run around FISA?

There is further evidence that EO 12333 authority has been used to sidestep the protections for U.S. persons under FISA.

Journalist Marcy Wheeler points to a 2011 NSA training module that instructs analysts to run their intended searches on

both FISA data and EO 12333 data. If identical results are found, analysts are told that they may want to share them

using the more permissive rules for disseminating information under EO 12333, rather than the more restrictive FISA

rules.  The module also includes the following training question:

TRUE or FALSE: If a query result indicates that the source of information is both Executive Order 12333

collection and [FISA] collection, then the analyst must handle the E.O. 12333 result according to the

[FISA] rules.

a) True

b) False

The module indicates that the correct answer is “False.”

There is a particularly telling detail that may corroborate suspicions that authorities are turning to EO 12333, rather

than FISA, to conduct surveillance. In 2011, the NSA shut down a program that was collecting American email

metadata, in bulk, on U.S. territory. This program was overseen by the FISA Court. The New York Times and Marcy
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Wheeler point to documents indicating that the program was shut down, in part, because “other [legal] authorities can

satisfy certain foreign intelligence requirements” that the bulk email records program “had been designed to meet.” One

of these legal authorities is the rules for collecting metadata on foreign territory under EO 12333.

Finally, in April 2017, the NSA “stopped some its activities” under FISA that collect U.S. persons’ communications on

U.S. territory,  where “Americans’ emails and texts [are] exchanged with people overseas that simply mention

identifying terms—like email addresses—for foreigners whom the agency is spying on, but are neither to nor from those

targets.”  According to the NSA, a motivation for halting this program was a “several earlier, inadvertent . . . incidents

related to queries involving U.S. person information”  that failed to comply with the rules laid out by the FISA Court.

However, the New York Times reported that “there was no indication that the N.S.A. intended to cease this type of

collection abroad, where legal limits set by the Constitution and [FISA] largely do not apply.”

These examples suggest that authorities can sidestep the judicial oversight required by FISA, simply by intercepting

traffic on foreign territory. But this raises an interesting question: What would happen to Americans’ privacy rights if an

increasing portion of the flow of American communications were somehow diverted onto foreign territory?

Traffic Shaping to Force U.S. Persons’ Communications Abroad

As stated earlier, American Internet traffic can sometimes be routed abroad, naturally, in the name of efficiency, or when

Americans view content that is hosted or stored on computers located in other nations. But American Internet traffic can

also be deliberately diverted onto foreign territory by exploiting modern Internet technologies. The NSA uses the term

“traffic shaping” to describe any technical method that is used to redirect the routes taken by Internet traffic.

It is conceivable that traffic shaping could be used as a method to redirect American Internet traffic from within the

United States to a tapped communication cable located on foreign soil. This traffic could then be “incidentally collected”

from the foreign cable under EO 12333, and thus could be stored, analyzed, and disseminated under the more

permissive EO 12333 rules.

Does the NSA does have the technical capability to perform traffic shaping? There is sufficient evidence to suggest that

they do. That said, there is no evidence that the NSA is using traffic shaping to deliberately divert U.S. traffic to foreign

soil. Indeed, there also has been no public discussion of whether the NSA believes that it is even legal to use traffic

shaping to redirect American Internet traffic abroad. In fact, it is unclear even how traffic shaping could be authorized
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under the NSA’s current legal authorities. Nevertheless, the possibility exists, and so it would be valuable to review the

several techniques that can be used for traffic shaping, and explore a possible interpretation of the law that suggests that

their use could be regulated entirely by EO 12333.

The legal argument rests on several issues that have not been decided by the courts (at least not publicly). Nevertheless,

the key takeaway point is that FISA is outdated. Because FISA is over three decades old, it is ambiguous about modern

surveillance technologies like traffic shaping. There is therefore a possibility that the intelligence community could

conclude that traffic shaping is not regulated by FISA. If that were case, then the ambiguities concerning what is legal or

not would be settled entirely within the executive branch and the intelligence community, and any traffic shaping

program would avoid the scrutiny of the FISA Court.

Traffic Shaping by “Port Mirroring” at Hacked Routers

It has been reported that the NSA already employs a technique to “shape” traffic so that it travels through a tapped

communication cable. The traffic-shaping technique involves hacking into an Internet infrastructure device, for example,

a router. A router is a device that forwards Internet traffic to its destination.  In Figure 3, which was hand-drawn by a

hacker employed by the NSA and later leaked, the hacked device  is called a “CNE midpoint.”

The NSA likely does not read, analyze, collect, or store traffic at a hacked router—routers are very limited devices that

typically can only pass traffic along. Instead, the router is simply instructed the router to copy the traffic and pass it

along to a tapped communication cable where the actual eavesdropping occurs.  The original traffic still travels on its

usual path to the destination. However, the traffic is additionally copied and passed on to an additional destination

determined by the NSA. Network engineers call this process “port mirroring.”

FIGURE 3

It is important to remember that the router being hacked is not a personal communications device. A router is just a

waypoint on the Internet infrastructure that forwards traffic aggregated from multiple sources. Because traffic from

many individuals is aggregated at a single router, one could easily argue that hacking into a router does not “intentionally

target a U.S. person.”

Furthermore, traffic shaping via port mirroring is untargeted by its very nature. Because a router is a device with very

limited capability, it is usually impossible to instruct the router to “port mirror” only a specific email or chat log toward a

collection point.  Instead, port mirroring is more likely to redirect traffic to or from an entire website, company, or ISP.

In fact, the same NSA employee that created Figure 3 also describes using traffic shaping to redirect the communications
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of the entire country of Yemen toward an NSA collection point.

Can Routers Lawfully Be Hacked to Shape Traffic on U.S. Soil?

While it is technically possible to redirect U.S. Internet traffic to foreign territory by hacking into routers, is it legal?

What laws would govern this? In general, the legal framework surrounding hacking by intelligence agencies is murky,

mostly because of classification, but also because FISA and EO 12333 were written three decades ago, before hacking

became an essential part of surveillance operations.

Does FISA regulate hacking into a U.S. router and instructing it to perform traffic shaping by “port mirroring” traffic? If

such an operation were regulated by FISA, then it would be subjected to the scrutiny of the FISA Court. As mentioned

earlier, FISA is intended to be the “exclusive means” by which agencies were authorized to perform “electronic
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surveillance.” “Electronic surveillance” is a legal term that is defined the FISA statute; in fact, despite several

amendments, FISA’s definition of “electronic surveillance” remains largely unchanged from its original 1978 version. The

FISA definition of “electronic surveillance” has two clauses that could be potentially cover hacking into a U.S. router and

instructing it to perform traffic shaping via port-mirroring.

One clause in the FISA statute defines “electronic surveillance” to be

the installation or use of an electronic, mechanical, or other surveillance device in the United States for

monitoring to acquire information, other than from a wire or radio communication, under circumstances

in which a person has a reasonable expectation of privacy and a warrant would be required for law

enforcement purposes.

In other words, this clause covers the installation of a device in the United States for surveillance. Hacking a U.S. router

could certainly be considered the installation of a device. However, a router is a “wireline” device, and this clause does

not cover devices that acquire information from a “wire.”  As such, this clause is not relevant to the discussion.

Another clause in the FISA statute defines “electronic surveillance” as

the acquisition by an electronic, mechanical, or other surveillance device of the contents of any wire

communication to or from a person in the United States, without the consent of any party thereto, if such

acquisition occurs in the United States, but does not include the acquisition of those communications of

computer trespassers that would be permissible under section 2511(2)(i) of title 18, United States Code.

This clause covers the “acquisition” of communications inside the United States. However, one could argue that

communications are not “acquired” when a U.S. router is hacked and instructed to perform port mirroring. The hacked

router is merely instructed to copy traffic and pass it along, but not to read, store, or analyze it. Therefore, “acquisition”

occurs at the tapped communication cable (abroad) rather than at the hacked router (inside the United States). As such,

this clause is also not relevant.

These definitions suggest that hacking into domestic routers and using them for traffic shaping does not constitute

“electronic surveillance” under FISA. But there are two more issues to consider before deciding that these activities do

not fall under FISA.
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First, FISA’s exclusivity clause states that FISA’s “procedures . . . shall be exclusive means by which electronic surveillance

. . . may be conducted.”  Reiterating, “electronic surveillance” is a legal term that is narrowly defined by the FISA statute.

Thus, one could argue that FISA forbids any traffic shaping program whose sole purpose is to circumvent the intentions

of Congress when defining “electronic surveillance” in the FISA statute. That said, there is a simple way around this issue.

If one could construct a different operational purpose for a traffic shaping program, then one would be on more solid

ground. For instance, traffic shaping could be used “target” foreign communications,  or to run more traffic past a

collection point that has special technical capabilities, and so on.

If FISA does not cover hacking into a U.S. router and instructing it to perform traffic shaping, then one must consider

whether it is covered by the Constitution. Does hacking into router on U.S. soil constitute a “search” or “seizure” under

the Fourth Amendment? There are strong arguments that the answers to these questions would be yes,  but the courts

have yet to conclusively address them.

However, even if this traffic-shaping technique constitutes a Fourth Amendment “search” or “seizure,” a warrant still may

not be required. For instance, it may fall under a national security exception to the Fourth Amendment’s warrant

requirement.  One might also consider the third-party doctrine, which holds that when users disclose information

(such as Internet traffic) to a third party (such as Internet service providers), they have “no reasonable expectation of

privacy,”  and thus no warrant is required to search it. However, it is not clear how the third-party doctrine might apply

in this setting.  So, while it may seem like a warrant should be required when hacking into a router and instructing it to

perform port-mirroring, this warrant requirement may also be obviated by national-security or third-party-doctrine

exceptions.

Settling these complex legal questions is beyond the scope of this report, however. The main point is that a warrant might

not be required for this traffic shaping technique. What would the intelligence community’s lawyers do if they were

asked to authorize a traffic-shaping program that redirects American traffic from U.S. territory to abroad? We don’t

know. However, there is a risk that they could conclude it falls exclusively within the purview of EO 12333. In this case,

the traffic-shaping program would never be vetted by the FISA Court, and instead would be regulated entirely by a

classified process that is internal to the executive branch.

Traffic Shaping from Abroad

Even if the legal framework somehow forbids authorities from hacking into routers located on U.S. soil, other traffic

shaping techniques can be performed entirely from abroad. One such technique takes advantage of a network protocol

called the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) to trick neighboring networks into redirecting their traffic.
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BGP is an Internet protocol that allows routers to decide how to send Internet traffic across the web of connections that

makes up the modern Internet. Routers continuously send each other BGP messages, updating each other about routes

they have available through the Internet. To perform traffic shaping with BGP, an entity manipulates the BGP messages

sent by one router to its neighboring routers, tricking these routers into redirecting their Internet traffic via a new route.

There have been many documented cases of deliberate BGP manipulations.

Figure 4 shows one incident that took place in July 2013, where an Icelandic router caused traffic sent between two U.S.

endpoints to be redirected through Iceland.  The Icelandic router sent a manipulated BGP message to a neighboring

router in London, indicating that traffic destined for a group of American IP addresses should be routed to Iceland. The

router in London was then convinced that traffic destined for these IP addresses should be routed to Iceland, rather than

to the United States. The router in London then passed this manipulated BGP message to its neighbors, and so on, until

the message eventually arrived at several routers in the United States.

FIGURE 4

The results of the BGP manipulation, shown in Figure 4, indicate just how convoluted Internet routing can become.

Traffic originating in Denver (which was destined for one the American IP addresses that was the original subject of the

BGP manipulation) is first sent through several American cities before going to London and then to Reykjavik. From
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there, the traffic travels to Montreal before it finally reaches one of the American IP addresses (in Denver) that is the

original subject of the BGP manipulation.

It is still unclear who was behind this incident. There is no reason to believe that it involved the U.S intelligence

community. Nevertheless, it is possible that routers in the Icelandic network were hacked by some unknown party, and

then instructed to send manipulated BGP messages, thus causing the chain of events shown in Figure 4.

This traffic-shaping technique can be performed entirely from abroad. In this incident, the Icelandic router needed only

to send a single BGP message to its neighbor in London to get the ball rolling.

One could also argue that the technique is untargeted, because the manipulated BGP messages specified that traffic

destined for a group of American IP addresses should be routed through Iceland, without singling out anyone or

anything in particular. An IP address identifies computing devices on the Internet, and a single IP address can be used

by multiple devices or people.  Moreover, BGP manipulations necessarily affect a group of IP addresses; it is generally

not possible to perform a BGP manipulation that affects only a single IP address. Therefore, one could conclude can that

BGP manipulation does not “intentionally target” a specific individual.

As the Icelandic incident shows, BGP can be manipulated to shape traffic from inside the United States to a tapped

communication cable located abroad. And since the BGP manipulation is just tricking routers into moving traffic

around, and is not storing, reading, or analyzing said traffic, it is not “acquiring” it. Instead, “acquisition” happens at the

tapped foreign communication cable. As such, the same legal argument used before—that this manipulation falls under

EO 12333 rather than FISA—would also apply here. But now, there are even fewer constitutional questions, since the

router performing the initial BGP manipulation belongs to a foreign company and is located on foreign soil.

BGP is not the only Internet protocol that can be manipulated to perform traffic shaping. For instance, rather than

manipulating BGP, one could instead manipulate a routing protocol called Open Shortest Path First (OSPF).

Techniques for traffic shaping using OSPF have been described in a 2011 research paper by an NSA research scientist.

Traffic Shaping by Consent

The intelligence community does not have to hack into routers or use other clandestine techniques to shape traffic—it

could simply ask the corporations that own those routers to provide access, or shape the traffic themselves. A document

leaked by Edward Snowden suggests that the NSA has done this through its FAIRVIEW program. (FAIRVIEW was

revealed to be a code name for AT&T ). The document states:
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FAIRVIEW—Corp partner since 1985 with access to int[ernational] cables, routers, and switches. The

partner operates in the U.S., but has access to information that transits the nation and through its

corporate relationships provide unique access to other telecoms and ISPs. Aggressively involved in

shaping traffic to run signals of interest past our monitors.

There is no evidence that the FAIRVIEW program is being used to shape traffic from inside the United States to foreign

communications cables. But it is worth noting that, with the cooperation of corporations such as AT&T, traffic could

easily be shaped to a collection point abroad without the need to hack into any routers, thus obviating many of the legal

questions previously discussed.

Does All the Evidence Add Up to Traffic Shaping to Circumvent FISA?

This report has presented evidence that there is a possibility that the intelligence community can traffic shaping methods

to reduce the privacy protections that U.S. persons have for their communications under FISA.

Modern networking protocols and technologies can be manipulated in order to shape Internet traffic from inside the

United States toward tapped communications cables located abroad. It is possible that traffic shaping is regulated by EO

12333, and not by FISA,  since the techniques shape traffic in bulk, in a way that does not “intentionally target” any

specific individual or organization. Moreover, while FISA covers the “acquisition” of Internet traffic on U.S. territory, but

the traffic shaping methods discussed merely move traffic around, but do not read, store, analyze, or otherwise “acquire”

it. Instead, acquisition is performed on foreign soil, at the tapped communication cable. Finally, while the Fourth

Amendment may require a warrant for hacking U.S. routers, the warrant requirement could be avoided by performing

traffic shaping with the consent of corporations that own the routers (e.g. via the FAIRVIEW program), or by hacking

foreign routers (and then using BGP manipulations).

As a final thought experiment, suppose that Congress decided not to reauthorize Section 702 of FISA, when it comes up

for renewal at the end of this year. In this case, the NSA could no longer conduct warrantless surveillance on U.S.

territory, and would instead have to revert to obtaining individualized FISA warrants  for collection on targets on U.S.

soil. The additional burden of oversight could create a new and powerful incentive for the NSA to employ traffic-shaping

programs within U.S. borders. Internet traffic could be “shaped” from within U.S. territory (where warrantless

surveillance would not be lawful) to foreign territory, where it could be collected without a warrant under EO 12333.
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So, the question remains, can the NSA lawfully employ traffic-shaping techniques as a loophole that evades privacy

protections for U.S. persons? The answer to this question is probably buried in classified documents. Nevertheless, a

loophole exists, and eliminating it calls for a realignment of current U.S. surveillance laws and policies.

How to Provide Oversight When Conducting Surveillance of
Americans

How can we eliminate the loophole that allows the surveillance of American Internet communications to evade

authorization from the FISA Court, the legislative branch, and judicial branch of the U.S. government?

Technical Solutions Will Not Work

One might be tempted to eliminate these loopholes via technical solutions. For instance, traffic shaping could be made

more difficult by designing routers that are “unhackable,” and Internet protocols could be made secure against traffic-

shaping manipulations. Or the confidentiality of traffic could be protected just by encrypting everything.

While this approach sounds good in theory, in practice it is unlikely to work.

First, it is highly unlikely that we will ever have Internet infrastructure devices (e.g. routers) that cannot be hacked.

Router software is complicated, and even the best attempt at an “unhackable” router is likely to contain bugs.

Intelligence agencies have dedicated resources to finding and using these bugs to hack into routers.  And even if we

somehow manage to create bug-free router software, the intelligence community has been known to physically intercept

routers as they ship in the mail, and tamper with their hardware.

Second, it will take many years to develop and implement secure Internet protocols that prevent traffic shaping. A key

challenge is that the Internet is a global system, one that transcends organizational and national boundaries. Deploying a

secure Internet protocol requires cooperation from thousands of independent organizations in different nations. This is

further complicated by the fact that many secure Internet protocols do not work well when they are used only by a small

number of networks.
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Finally, while encryption can be used to hide the contents of Internet traffic, it does not hide metadata (that is, who is

talking to whom, when they are talking, and for how long). Metadata is both incredibly revealing, and less protected by

the law.  Intelligence agencies have also dedicated resources toward compromising encryption.  Moreover, EO 12333

allows the NSA to retain encrypted communications indefinitely.  This is significant because the technology used to

break encryption tends to improve over time—a message that was encrypted in the past could be decryptable in the

future, as technology improves.

This is not to say that technical solutions are unimportant. On the contrary, they are crucial, especially because they

protect American’s traffic from snoopers, criminals, foreign intelligence services, and other entities that do not obey

American laws. Nevertheless, technologies evolve at a rapid pace, so solving the problem using technology would be a

continuous struggle.

It is much more sensible to realign the legal framework governing surveillance to encompass the technologies,

capabilities, and practices of today and of the future.

A Legal Band-Aid Solution

A band-aid solution would be to ensure that it is illegal to deliberately reroute the traffic of any and all traffic belonging

U.S. persons to foreign soil, where it can be “incidentally collected” under EO 12333. A good start would be to clarify the

laws and policies surrounding traffic shaping and hacking under FISA and EO 12333. This could have been addressed,

for example, in the investigation of EO 12333 by the Privacy and Civil Liberties Oversight Board, first announced in July

2014.  However, the board’s report still has not been completed, and the board has lost four of its required five

members.

The 1978 FISA definition of “installing a device” could also be revised in a technology-neutral fashion, so that it would

forbid any rerouting of U.S. persons’ communications, regardless of type of device. As this report has shown, many traffic

shaping techniques cannot be executed in a “targeted” fashion, so the practice should be ruled out entirely, even if

Americans are not “intentionally targeted.”

This band-aid solution could rule out the use of traffic shaping to evade FISA by deliberately redirecting American traffic

to foreign territory. However, this is highly unsatisfying, because this band-aid solution does not offer any protections for

American traffic that naturally flows abroad. Indeed, this is a crucial issue, since we already know of at least one program

that has swept up communications (including those of Americans) that was naturally routed to data centers on foreign

territory.
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Breaking Down Territorial Boundaries in the Law: Expand FISA

Therefore, the most natural solution would be to break down the legal barriers that separate spying abroad from spying

on U.S. soil. The same legal framework should be applied to any and all Internet traffic, regardless of the geographical

point of interception. This would disentangle Fourth Amendment protections for U.S. persons from the vagaries of

Internet protocols and technologies. It would also offer robust legal protections as our communications technologies

continue to evolve.

Indeed, as mentioned earlier, the intelligence community has already acknowledged the importance of this issue. J.

Michael McConnell, the director of national intelligence, justified expanded surveillance authorities under FISA by

arguing in 2007 that today’s “global communications grid makes geography an increasingly irrelevant factor.”  His

argument for boundary free-surveillance is simple: if agents are surveilling only foreigners, why does it matter that the

data collection happens on U.S. territory? Indeed, this boundary-free approach is becoming the norm for surveilling a

foreign target. In 2016, for example, the government expanded its hacking authorities to allow a single warrant to be

used to hack into a device, even if the physical location of the device is unknown.

But, likewise, this same logic should apply to expanding privacy protections for Americans, when their communications

venture onto foreign soil. The argument remains simple: if agents end up collecting data on U.S. persons, why should

those U.S. persons lose their judicially-protected right to privacy, just because the data was collected abroad? If

geography is “an increasingly irrelevant factor,” it should not the basis for Americans to lose their constitutional rights.

The most thorough, satisfying solution would simply be to expand FISA to cover the collection of all traffic, both at home

and abroad. While FISA’s protections for U.S. persons are not perfect,  expanding FISA would still improve the current

state of affairs. One concrete improvement would be that surveillance that affects Americans could no longer evade the

scrutiny of the FISA Court. Furthermore, violations of the law would come with criminal penalties, rather than just

sanctions internal to the intelligence community.

To enact this solution, Congress could revise FISA’s definition of “electronic surveillance,” which determines the type of

surveillance covered by FISA. The first goal of a revision would be to eliminate distinctions based on geographical

location of collection. In other words, “electronic surveillance” should include data collected on both foreign and
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domestic territory. The second goal would be to formulate the definition in a technology-neutral fashion, so it cannot be

outpaced by new technologies and new surveillance capabilities. (FISA’s current definition of “electronic surveillance” is

far from technology-neutral; it distinguishes, for example, between “wired” communications and “radio”

communications. Moreover, it seems to exclude traffic shaping technologies, which is not especially surprising, since

Congress could hardly be expected in 1978 to anticipate today’s surveillance techniques.) A third goal would be to clarify

and broaden the definition of “intentional targeting.” As we have seen, surveillance operations can still have significant

impact on Americans even when they are not the “intentional targets” of the operation.

The FISA Amendments Act is set to expire in December 2017. Congress should not miss this opportunity to consider

revising FISA’s definition of “electronic surveillance” in order to eliminate loopholes that allow the executive branch to

unilaterally conduct surveillance of American Internet traffic. Undertaking this revision is a crucial step toward ensuring

that legislative and judiciary branches have a firm hand at protecting the privacy of American communications.
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Notes
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1. In his first public comment after the first Snowden stories appeared in the Guardian and Washington Post, President

Obama said, “If the intelligence community then actually wants to listen to a phone call, they’ve got to go back to a

federal judge, just like they would in a criminal investigation.” He said that the FISA Court ensures that NSA surveillance is

“being carried out consistent with the Constitution and rule of law.” See: Barack Obama, “Statement by the President,

Fairmont Hotel, San Jose, California,” June 7, 2013, at https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/the-press-

office/2013/06/07/statement-president. A week later, on Charlie Rose, Obama said, “What I can say unequivocally is that if

you are a U.S. person, the NSA cannot listen to your telephone calls, and the NSA cannot target your emails . . . unless

they—and usually ‘they’ would be the FBI—go to a court and obtain a warrant and seek probable cause.” See: Buzzfeed

Staff, “President Obama Defends NSA Spying,” Buzzfeed Politics, June 17, 2013, at http://bzfd.it/29YZSQ1.

2. U.S. Code 50, §§ 1801 to 1813, https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/50/chapter-36/subchapter-I.
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3. FISA was passed, in part, as a result of investigations of intelligence abuses during the 1970s by a committee chaired

by Senator Frank Church of Idaho. In 1975, Church explained in a media interview, “The United States government has

perfected a technological capability that enables us to monitor the messages that go through the air.” Church warned that

this “capability at any time could be turned around on the American people, and no American would have any privacy

left, such is the capability to monitor everything—telephone conversations, telegrams, it doesn’t matter. There would be

no place to hide.” In the same interview, Church accepted that these NSA surveillance capabilities were “necessary and

important to the United States as we look abroad at enemies or potential enemies.” See Timothy Edgar, “Go Big, Go

Global: Subject NSA Overseas Programs to Judicial Review,” Hoover Institution, June 30, 2016,

http://www.hoover.org/research/go-big-go-global-subject-nsa-s-overseas-programs-judicial-review.

4. See, for instance, Sharon Goldberg, “Why Is It Taking So Long to Secure Internet Routing?” acmqueue 12, no. 8

(September 11, 2014): 56–63, http://queue.acm.org/detail.cfm?id=2668966.

5.  In engineering parlance, this is called “disaster recovery.” See for instance Bob Violino, “4 Tech Trends in IT Disaster

Recovery: How DR Planning Is Affected by Social, Mobile, Virtualization and Cloud,” CSO online, July 19, 2012,

http://www.csoonline.com/article/2131986/social-networking-security/4-tech-trends-in-it-disaster-recovery.html.

6. For example, see Figure 1.

7. For example, see Microsoft Corp. v. United States 829 F.3d 197 (2d Cir. 2016)(the “Microsoft Ireland Case”); “Microsoft

Ireland Case: Can a US Warrant Compel a US Provider to Disclose Data Stored Abroad?” CDT, July 30, 2014,

https://cdt.org/insight/microsoft-ireland-case-can-a-us-warrant-compel-a-us-provider-to-disclose-data-stored-abroad/.

8. See more discussion under “How Can Surveillance under EO 12333 Impact Americans?”

9. See, for example, Jennifer Daskal, “The Un-Territoriality of Data,” Yale Law Journal 125, no. 2 (November 2015): 326–98,

http://www.yalelawjournal.org/article/the-un-territoriality-of-data; Timothy Edgar, “Go Big, Go Global: Subject NSA

Overseas Programs to Judicial Review,” Hoover Institution, June 30, 2016, http://www.hoover.org/research/go-big-go-global-

subject-nsa-s-overseas-programs-judicial-review; or Jennifer Granick, “Reining In Warrantless Wiretapping of Americans,”

The Century Foundation, March 16, 2017, https://tcf.org/content/report/reining-warrantless-wiretapping-americans/.

10. Traffic shaping the communications of the entire country of Yemen is described in “Network Shaping 101,”

https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/2919677-Network-Shaping-101.html, slides created by an NSA hacker who was

later interviewed in Peter Maass, “THE HUNTER: He Was a Hacker for the NSA and He Was Willing to Talk. I Was Willing to

Listen,” The Intercept, June 28, 2016, https://theintercept.com/2016/06/28/he-was-a-hacker-for-the-nsa-and-he-was-willing-

to-talk-i-was-willing-to-listen/. This NSA hacker is the same person who also drew Figure 3 of this report, which will be

discussed in detail later.

11. Programs under EO 12333 are not authorized by Congress, and thus not subject to statutory limitations. That said,

Congress is engaged in appropriating the funds that pay for EO 12333 surveillance programs, and thus engages in

oversight to ensure that these funds are properly spent. But it is unclear to what extent this oversight is concerned with

Americans’ privacy rights. In August 2013, for instance, the chair of the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence, Diane

Feinstein, stated: “I don’t think privacy protections are built into [EO 12333]. It’s an executive policy. The executive

controls intelligence in the country.” She also said that “The other programs do not (have the same oversight as FISA).
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And that’s what we need to take a look at,” adding that her committee has not been able to “sufficiently” oversee the

programs run under the executive order. “Twelve-triple-three programs are under the executive branch entirely.” Ali

Watkins, “Most of NSA’s data collection authorized by order Ronald Reagan issued,” McClatchy, November 21, 2013,

http://www.mcclatchydc.com/news/nation-world/national/national-security/article24759289.html. Feinstein has also stated,

“By law, the Intelligence Committee receives roughly a dozen reports every year on FISA activities, which include

information about compliance issues. Some of these reports provide independent analysis by the offices of the inspectors

general in the intelligence community. The committee does not receive the same number of official reports on other NSA

surveillance activities directed abroad that are conducted pursuant to legal authorities outside of FISA (specifically

Executive Order 12333), but I intend to add to the committee’s focus on those activities.” From “Feinstein Statement on

NSA Compliance,” August 16, 2013, https://www.feinstein.senate.gov/public/index.cfm/2013/8/feinstein-statement-on-nsa-

compliance.

12. 18 U.S. Code § 2516, “Authorization for interception of wire, oral, or electronic communications.”

13. U.S. Code 50, §§ 1801 to 1813, https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/50/chapter-36/subchapter-I. FISA covers

“domestic” surveillance of the communications sent between Americans, when those communications are collected on

U.S. soil. FISA also covers collection on U.S. soil when one “communicant” is a U.S. person and another “communicant” is

a foreigner. (This might be called “transnational” surveillance, rather than “domestic” surveillance.) But, if that same

transnational communication is collected abroad (without “intentionally targeting a U.S. person”), it is covered by EO

12333, not FISA. It’s not completely clear whether FISA applies if the foreign end of the transnational communication is a

foreign computer rather than a foreign person, and this report does not answer this question. Moreover, FISA’s purview

for stored communications and radio communications is different from its purview for wired communications. This report

sidesteps all these issues. For analysis of the latter issue, see the Annex of Amos Toh, Faiza Patel, and Elizabeth Goitein,

“Overseas Surveillance in an Interconnected World,” Brennan Center for Justice, March 16, 2016,

https://www.brennancenter.org/sites/default/files/publications/Overseas_Surveillance_in_an_Interconnected_World.pdf which

has a detailed breakdown of what falls under FISA and what falls under EO 12333.

14.  Executive Order 12333 (1981)—As amended by Executive Orders 13284 (2003), 13355 (2004), and 13470 (2008),

https://www.intelligence.senate.gov/laws/executive-order-12333-1981-amended-executive-orders-13284-2003-13355-2004-

and-13470-2008.

15. The process of deciding what falls under FISA and what falls under EO 12333 is extremely complex, and often

obscured by classification. We do not even attempt to describe it here. To get an idea of the complexity of this issue, see

again the Annex in Toh, Patel, and Goitein, “Overseas Surveillance in an Interconnected World,” which has a detailed

breakdown of what falls under FISA and what falls under EO 12333.

16. See discussion in note 11.

17. There are several reasons why the EO 12333 framework is more permissive than the FISA framework. FISA programs
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